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RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENTS 

THE PRINCIPAL SYMBOL OF A DISTRIBUTION 

BY ALAN WEINSTEIN1 

Communicated by Shing S. Chern, January 2, 1976 

In Hörmander's theory of Fourier integral operators [1] , a principal symbol 
is constructed for a certain class of distributions in such a way that, when the 
construction is applied to the Schwartz kernel of a pseudodifferential operator, 
one obtains the usual principal symbol of the operator. In this note, we describe 
a generalization of Hörmander's construction which may be applied to an arbi
trary distribution on a manifold. Details will appear in [4] . 

1. Local definition and invariance properties. For a complex vector space 
V, we define F-valued distributions on Rn by taking as test functions objects of 
the form u = u(x)dx, where u(x) is a compactly supported C°° function with 
values in V*9 and dx is the density \dxx A • • • A dxnl For r > 0, we define uT 

to be u(rx)dx. If g is a F-valued distribution, and <p is a C°° function with <p(0) 
= 0, we define the family {g*}T>0 of distributions by 

(1) <«?, «> = <g, e-^u^). 

For N e R, we write g% G otf*) if T" ~Ng* remains bounded in distribution space 
[3] as r —> °°. 

I^MMA. For every g and <p, g* E 0(1^) for some iVGR. 

DEFINITION, inf {N\g% E 0(7^)} E [-«>, ©o) is called the order of g at y 

and denoted by O (g).2 

THEOREM 1. (a) IfO{p(g)<Nand \p(x) = <p(x) + Y/ij}çxjxk + 0(x3), then 
g* - e~

ii:afkXjXkg* G Oil»"112). 

(b) IfOyig) <N and A is a C°° function with values in Hom(F, V), then 

(Agy-AWgVeOir*-1!2). 

(c) IfO^ig) <Nand 0: Rn —> Rn is a diffeomorphism with 0(0) = 0, 
then (9*g)d

T** - (T0d)*(g$ E O^"112). 

DEFINITION. If O^ig) <N, the class of r~Ng* modulo 0 ( r~ 1 / 2 ) is called 
the principal symbol of order N for g at <p. 
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